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LIFE

  Across
 1 Complex U-turn before 

end of lane. Wrong! (6)
 7 That woman’s returning 

remains of make-over (6)
 11 Boss has to grovel for LA 

brawn (4,6)
 13 Old manuscript containing 

a series of tests (5)
 14 Aptitude of fellow at 

home (5)
 15 Ancestor heard refrain (7)
 17 Facing the facts about 

Moeen’s millions (7)
 19 Narrow road in two states 

(4)
 24 Generally accepted that 

turn in wet is wrong (9)
 25 Hymn from Phillips, 

almost (5)
 26 Get rid of European 

visitor -- that’s not 
universally acceptable (5)

 28 Black gardening tools and 
another component on a 
bike (5,4)

 30 Smallest four out of five 
non-Communist countries 
(6)

 33 Fish and chips primarily 
the focal point (4)

 39 Navy lacking force with 
33’s relative in waters 
moving with the wind 
(3,4)

 40 Met Dons playing final 
(7)

 41 Award first discussed 
during lunch (5)

 42 Patterson drops note about 
small fish (5)

 43 Repaired Steve’s limo 
without reason (10)

 45 Trim Google browser (6)

  Down
 2 Around second half of 

year, put up rents (5)
 3 This walker runs with 

another (7)
 4 Ordered non-zero calorie 

confection (6)
 5 Lacking drink (5)
 6 Sign of life in Aidensfield 

series (9)
 7 Free to exchange vouchers 

(6)
 8 Catch-22 author’s old 

coins (7)
 9 Range that’s popular once 

more (5)
 12 Taints The French Bear 

nightclub, first (10)
 16 Awfully old pale green 

rind (6,4)
 20 The very worst place for 

theatre bands? (4)
 21 Tactical distribution of 

non-e cigarettes (9)
 23 Top copy that’s marked 

wrong (4)
 27 Posted a letter to former 

archbishop (7)
 29 Direction to holiday-maker 

to run for it (7)
 31 To go out together, as of 

now (2,4)

 34 Courage beer here! (6)
 35 Doctor having the same 

upset with leading 
consultant (5)

 37 Pull out of Wyche Avenue 
(5)

 38 Body to the right, thus (5)

A first prize of £30 and two 
runners-up prizes of £20 for the 
first correct solutions opened on  
8 January. Please scan or 
photograph entries and email 
them (including the crossword 
number in the subject field) to 
crosswords@spectator.co.uk,  
or post to: Crossword 2634, 
The Spectator, 22 Old Queen 
Street, London SW1H 9HP. 
Please allow six weeks for 
prize delivery. 

Crossword 
2634:  
Word chain   
by Doc

Somehow our two politicians’ positions,
Colliding offensively, incomprehensively
Never align, though they never dissever, 
And each, in this strange dialectical spectacle, 
Vows to pursue his endeavour forever.
Alex Steelsmith

Couples have strictly come dancing, prancing,
from youthful to coming on eighty – weighty
or slim, as the fire in their veins strains
to carry them over the floor, soar
through a waltz, pasa doble or rhumba number.
The judges are showing their scores; roars
from the crowd as they’re waving a ten, then
the pair voted out must embrace, face
defeat with a rictus-like smile, while
the band trundles on every bleak week,
and we hear the back stories, they’re sad, bad,
a bid for the sympathy vote – note,
if you watch, it’s the same every drear year,
makes you wish that you’d never been born. 
 Yawn.
Sylvia Fairley

The human race craves peace, but we crave war 
 more.
We’ll fight one war then raise the cheer, ‘Encore, 
 war!’
In solemn conclaves we’ve sworn we abhor war,
Yet every continent feels us explore war.

A politician thrives by being a war whore;
Each generation’s weapons reap more war gore;
We slam the peace door shut, fling wide the war 
 door.
(Too bad for us it’s more than metaphor, war.)

The colourful displays of every war corps
At holiday parades help us adore war.
We beat our plowshares after and before war,
Around our fires swap songs that roar with war lore.

The children understand they can’t ignore war,
And adults can’t explain what we wage war for.
We know for sure we lied when we forswore war
Our future’s shaped by their war, my war, your war.
Chris O’Carroll

O roll back that Rwanda propaganda!
It hasn’t stopped a single boat afloat.
The numbers are sky high –
If it doesn’t work, why try?
Why whip a horsey corpse, for Stop Boats votes?

Rewrite those ‘Safe Rwanda’ memoranda.
You know they won’t stand up in court – Abort!
Don’t be a snarly Charlie –
Forego Kigali parley
Lest on election day, you get caught short.

’Tis time to hear some real Rwanda candour.
Be cute. Astute. Reroute this moot dispute!
Your party’s fishy, Rishi.
They’re bolshie, bitchy, twitchy – 
So institute a brute, acute reboot! 
David Silverman

NO. 3331: EXIT WOUNDS

You are invited to write a resentful note of 
departure on behalf of a well-known figure 
from the field of fact or fiction. Please email 
entries of up to 150 words to lucy@specta-
tor.co.uk by midday on 3 January.
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SOLUTION TO 2631: NINE CAPITALISTS   

The unclued lights are the surnames of the nine 
LONDON WORTHIES, verifiable in Brewer.

First prize Andy Gemmill, Lenzie, Glasgow 
Runners-up Alasdair MacKenzie, Hambledon, Hants;
Emma Corke, Abinger Hammer, Surrey

Name     
 
Address     

    

    

  

The eight six-letter unclued lights 
half-overlap each other and so 
yield a complete word chain 
beginning with any one of them. 
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